Pancreatic head cancer with distant duodenal metastasis: a case report with rare endoscopic presentations.
Metastasis to the duodenum from a primary cancer is rare, but direct extension from pancreatic cancer is much more common. Here, we present a case of multiple duodenal metastases of pancreatic head cancer in a 77-year-old woman with upper gastrointestinal bleeding. An upper gastrointestinal endoscopic examination revealed multiple elevated reddish nodules on a normal mucosa background that extended from the superior duodenal angle to the duodenal second portion. Echo-guided fine needle aspiration biopsies of the pancreatic head tumor and endoscopic biopsies of the reddish duodenal nodules proved the diagnosis of adenocarcinoma. When such endoscopic morphology is found, especially when the locations are distant from the papillae, metastasis should be considered and multiple biopsies are mandatory.